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"Don't justify your
doings to others and
just let your work do the talking"

- Er. Sanjeev Agrawal

SAGE and Apollo collaborating for
a World Class Health Care
experience in Central India.

Creating History Brick by Brick
#Real estate brand of the
year One more Golden stone
in our fort.

SAGE University, Indore listed
on World AD Scientific
Indexing

t is an extremely cock-a-hoop moment for the entire SAGE 
Group. The well known and popularly established 'The 
Times Group' felicitated our Hon'ble Chancellor Er. Sanjeev 

Agrawal along with his son-in-law Mr. Karan Khurana for their success 
and valuable contribution towards the Indian Society on 24th June 

2022 at a private hotel in Bhopal. 

On this prestigious occasion, the Chief Guest of the program, Prahlad Singh Patel, 
Minister of State for Food Processing Industries and Jal Shakti, Government of 
India, unveiled the coffee table book 'ET Leaders of Change', to commemorate the 
voyage of our respected CMD Sir. The milestones, he personally has travelled 
contained bundles of obstacles and challenges in life but the strength and self 
confidence of a person will take him/ her to the next level of time and effort.

His ideologies of bringing continous reforms for the betterment of public is a 
habit. More to more, his thoughts reflect the caring synergy in a way that would be 
newly made and beneficial for the maximum number of people in the country. The 
tightly packed disciplined life exhibits the punctuality and sincereness towards his 
time and opinions value abundantly to him. Everyday is a new opportunity for him 
and every personal identity is a knowledgeable form of  resource.

Thus, he is known for Leader of Change who has taken a pledge to make 
improvements in the society at large. His  contribution in various sectors is infinite 
and precious for many people.

I



The Majestic Royal Wedding of  the Year 
Congratulations to our favorite couple 

Shivani Ma’am & Karan Sir
We were all set to witness one of the biggest and grandest weddings ever. World’s Class arrangements, a 

list of innumerable guests, and uncountable direct and indirect hands and minds to plan and execute. 
This was one of the most awaited moments for our Hon’ble Chancellor, The SAGE Group, Er. 

Sanjeev Agrawal and his team as the dream finally was going to convert into reality. We are 
talking about the Celebrity Royal Wedding of our respected Executive Director, The 

SAGE Group, Ar. Shivani Agrawal, Elder Daughter of the country's emerging 
industrialist, eminent educationist The SAGE Group, Bhopal's CMD Engineer 

Sanjeev Agarwal where will be tying the knot with Ramesh Khurana’s Son 
Mr. Karan Khurana on 8th June 2022 at The Leela Palace in Jaipur, 
Rajasthan. But obviously, it was not a one-day show. The 
preparations from all Eight Verticals and his team's side have been 
started counted months before to make this occasion a humongous in 
our style - SAGE Style. This wedding brought the feeling of 
celebrating a festival among thousands of people from different cities in 
different time zones. This marriage is being seen as the magnificent 
wedding of this year. The SAGE Group is a leading name in the real 
estate, education, power, and health care sectors in the country. On this 
Royal Wedding, a day before the wedding, the process of reaching 
industry, academia, politics, and many film personalities has been started. 
Our distinguished and respected Prime Minister of The India, Narendra 
Damod
ardas 
Modi 
also 
congrat
ulated 
Er. 
Sanjeev 
Agarwa
l on the 
charis
matic 
marria
ge of 
the daughter and sent his abundant blessings to the bride and groom. All 
the major programs of the ceremony were held at Leela Palace in 
Jaipur. The wedding reception program was held in Bhopal on June 11 
and 12. One of the charming attractions of the wedding was an Indian 
Actress who is a Model, Dancer, VJ, Judge, and Television Personality 
as well – Malaika Arora Ji, there was a beautiful designated space given 
to the International Dancer’s Group and the yummilicious list of food 
items and multiplicity of taste and aura. It was once in a lifetime 
happening event for all of us. From all Sageians corner, we would 

place our heartfelt felicitations to the respected newly married couple, may 
the new chapter of your lives be as beautiful as you both are, and the best part 
is you get to write it together. So, we wish you the 

infinity of happy 
wishes and 

blessings to go 
forth and make 
it a bestseller!
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Our millennial woman is a true inspiration. We are blessed to have 
you, Dear Ma�am. Recently, our respected Executive Director, SUI & 
SUB - Ms. Sakshi Agrawal felicitated by the Hon�ble Higher 
Education Minister - Shri Mohan Yadav for her valuable 
contribution to the education sector. She is a time-keeper and 

optimistic person. Her working style 
denotes the significance of the task in a 
much better way. She is prompt in 
taking decisions. Her passion for 
educational development is energizing, 
and it can help push us through the 

more practical and realistic moments. She truly feels what she is 
doing. She deals with a sense of optimism and a belief in herself. 
She is a treasure of knowledge and experience as she is handling 

such a big responsibility tremendously well. Her attitude to seeing 
things is always positive and brings out the best. She has been a 
wonderful motivational orator to all of us every time. Her ideas look 
for the pearl in the ocean where others focus on the problem, she 
focuses on the solution. She is trying her best to acquire the most 
innovative techniques through which our 
India and its students get a better 
educational model and learning 
scene. We often see these 
approaches in her way of 
working and executing pre-
planned or post-planned 
strategies. Her thinking style 
develops a sense of creativity 
and persuasion in the hearts 
of her co-workers. She sets 
her behavior and mindset in 
such a way that she keeps 
herself cool and calm in 
dealing with both toxic 
and non-toxic elements 
in a very beautiful 
way. She is the most 
deserving person 
for this award and 
appreciation. SAGE 
University, Indore, 
and its students 
express their 
heartfelt wishes.

THE ROLE MODEL - THE MENTOR 

Hon�ble Higher Education Minister, Shri Mohan Yadav Ji facilitating 
Ms. Sakshi Agrawal, ED, The Sage Group for Sage University- Indore and Bhopal�s 

valuable contribution in the education sector Congratulations to all

Lift your hands and join in the celebration journey of SAGE 
University, Indore as the world is recognizing the efforts and 
hardships as a statue of inspiration. It was a euphoric moment for 
The SAGE Group that this month, THE WEEK, Indian News Magazine 
in its Mid-Year Special publishment mention our success model 
titled SAGE UNIVERSITY- Achieving Excellence together! The 
magazine disclosed how we are participating in resolving global 
issues. It appreciated the believing power of our hon�ble 
Chancellor, SAGE University Bhopal & Indore - Er. Sanjeev Agrawal 
is deliberately contributing 
to the nation�s wealth and 
health where we are not 
lacking ourselves behind in 
developing underprivileged 
places or people by taking 
every step towards higher 
and higher. He personally 
gives much importance to 
Indian culture and values 
which should be involved 
sufficiently in the modern 
educational world and 
system. SAGE University 
promises to serve highly 
intellectual minds in an 
emerging platform where 
students from diverse 
backgrounds groom 
themselves in such a 
manner that will be beneficial to their careers. We, as the maker, 
integrate the quality educational aperture with life skills thus 
students experience the best possible resources and pre-
determined techniques that the world will be going to apply with 
them. At SAGE University, students get thrilled with Modern 
Education, the complete latest and most contemporary version of 
education in the 21st century. We, as an educator group, don�t just 

only focus on prominent academic disciplines of Management, 
Engineering, agriculture, Pharmacy, Journalism, Design, and Law 
Arts but we also aim to foster Critical Thinking, Life Skills, Value 
Education, Soft Skills, Interview Preparation, Analytical Skills and 
Decision-making Skills in students. Here, we establish a link with 
students to make the optimum utilization of the latest technology 
such as mobile applications, audio and video platforms like 
YouTube, Podcasts, E-books, Movies, etc. to educate learners and 
make the learning process more engaging and interesting. The 

magazine talked about 
various outstanding 
services we are rendering at 
SAGE with a few glimpses 
such as Industrial-Training 
Programmes. At SAGE, 
students are able to get 
assistance from a cell called 
Training Placement and 
Industrial Interaction Cell 
(TPIIC) which works in the 
favor of students and 
delivers their services in the 
form of an enormous 
training session during the 
course including value-
added course and internet 
infographics as well to cater 
our students well equipped 
and compatible at National 

and International grounds. It also covered the major and minor 
awards and recognition grabbed by SAGE University over the years 
by providing Outcome-Based Quality Education and became the 
pioneer in the sector. From tip to toe, the overall development of a 
student-focused on both- Successful Placements and Internship 
Opportunities.

ASPIRE TO INSPIRE @ THE WEEK � THE SAGE GROUP
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�The opposite of failure is success and you never know how near 
you are.�A man whose continuous actions will provide the way of 
a new thinking style. We are talking about the most disciplined 
ever man with us lively and openly while sharing his ideas. His 
grace is even sufficient to embrace or ignite the power engine of 
oneself. In a day, he is capable to work 48 hours - doubling the 
efforts in every task. The disciplined life, he is following is truly 
worth knowing. He guides his surrounding people in such a way 
that the person inculcates positive sentiments and feelings. He 
neither forgets nor misses a chance to appreciate the hardships 
and determination of his army. He is also a visionary leader who 
creates ideas for the next generations in such a way that leads 
toward the betterment of society and the nation. The way he 
takes his army along with himself by holding the hands of 
everyone is remarkable in itself. The lesson to be taken from 
himself is how to be passionate extremely about your dream and 
goal. From his expertise in the arts to the sciences, he suggested 
that those who have a capacity to think originally have a greater 
chance of success. Whenever faced with an obstacle to our goal, 
don�t just go through a checklist of ways to solve the problem. 
Try thinking of the problem - and its possible solutions - in a way 
few, if any, ever have. His thought-invoking pattern will take our 
strategies to an upward level. He often says that most people do 
procrastinate and everyone has a vice or two, however minor. 
But those who are continually successful never let distractions 

overtake them. Instead, they have the discipline to force themselves 
to keep at it, even when they feel the urge to do something less 
important. He enforces people to work in a team as a member in 
favor, not as an actor against the wall which preserves the culture of 
together within us and our organization. Another attribute to be 
taken from him is our commitment to learning, we must often have 
an amazingly detailed 
knowledge of our field. 
That�s because a good 
portion of success is 
understanding the ins 
and outs of what 
you�re trying to do 
and the world at 
large.

From the Desk of Pro-Chancellor

Dr. Prashant Jain 
Pro-Chancellor, 
SAGE University, Bhopal & Indore

The Environment is one of the most important 
tools for our survival on planet Earth. The environment 
nurtures us and helps us survive. Biotic components like plants 
and animals are also important survival tools. Components of the 
environment are dependent on each other in a web of relations 
known as the ecological web. It is necessary to maintain this web in 
balance because if one component collapses then the entire web will 
crumble destroying all life forms. This is why we must choose to work 
towards preserving the Environment and undoing the damage we 
did. The main purpose of World Environment Day is to spread 
awareness about the current conditions of the Environment. Sage 
University Indore; the Department of Applied Science has organized a 
competition on " World Environmental Day " on 7th June 2022. 
Students actively participated in the competition of poetry writing, 
essay writing, poster making, slogan writing, fancy dress, exhibition, 
and best out of waste. The advisor of the event was Dr. Akhilesh 
Upadhyay HOI, SIRT; Prof. Sonal Tripathi, as well as the convenor, was 
Dr. Varsha Joshi whereas Co-convenor was Dr. Nitin Kumar Carpenter 
and Prof. Siddharth Nath. Many congratulations to the Department of 
Applied Science, SUI for the constant effort they made to explain the 
relevance of the environment from the eye of the youth.

World Environmental Day @ 2022
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Various Copyright Granted,
Research Paper Published & Reviewed

R & D Cell, SUI
Details of Journal/Conference Publications Details :  26 May to 25 June 2022 

S.No Institute/Department Name of Faculty Topic Status 
(%age Work done)

1 SIRT CSE Ms. Sakshi Agrawal, Prof. Bharti Bhattad, 
Dr. Abhay Kothari, Dr. Sachin Patel, Abhishek Solanki

IOT based game testing tool for 
play and experience testing Published

2 IAC Prof. Ati Jain, Ms. Sakshi Pandey, Deepak Longwanshi, 
Prateek Shukla, Ms. Sakshi Agrawal

System for identification and 
Reporting of vulnerabilities in a 
System or application

Published

Patent Details by R&D Cell, SUI

Journal Volume, 
Issue, Page No.                             

Indexing 
(SCI/SCOPUS/ 

OTHERS

Status 
(Published/
Accepted)

25, 7 SCI/SCOPUS Published 

4 Others Publish

11 Others Published 

5 Others Published 

2 Others Published 

4 Others Published 

25 Others Published 

6 Others Published 

12 other Published 

Volume 8 issue 2 UGC Published

IEEE conference 
paper IEEE X-plorer Published

IEEE conference 
paper Springer Published

ICEARS-22 SCI/SCOPUS/ 
UGC, IEEE Published

2022(12) SCI Published

2022(10) SCI Published

Others Accepted 

Institute/
Department Authors Complete Details Paper Title  Details                

Journal Name 
Publisher Month-Year

Dr. Deepak K. Sinha
Shifts in Pseudomonas species diversity influence 

adaptation of brown planthopper to changing climates  
and geographical locations

Research Article iScience (Cell Press) Jun-22

Amar Dixit Crop residue management Article Krishak Aradhna 19-6-22

Anil patidar & Ravindra Singh Chouhan Cultivation of Orange Farming Article Krishak Aradhna June 2022

Mr. Lovekesh Sawle & Mr. Anil Patidar Agriculture and Employment Article Krishak Aradhna June 2022

 Diwakar Tiwari & Deepak Birla
Drip irrigation technology: Past, Present 

& Future perspective Article Krishak Aradhna 23/05/2022

Dr. Narendra Chouhan & Mr. Lovekesh Sawle Importance of Soil Testing Article Krishak Aradhna June 2022

Ms. Varsha Soni & Arushi Anand Vertical farming Breathing green scrapee Article Just Agriculture June 2022

Ms. Varsha Soni Importance of family farming Article Krishak Aradhna June 2022

Mr. Kaushalendra Shukla, Mr. S.K. Tiwari,  
Ms. Sonam Sharma Mrida Sanrakshan Mehatab aur Vidiyan Article

Madhya Bharat 
Krishak Bharti June 2022

Dr. Sachin Patel Design and Implementation of Effective searching tool 
to optimize the performance of Searching IJRAR IJRAR Jun-22

Dr. Sachin Patel Selection of Efficient and Accurate Prediction algorithm 
for employing Real time 5 G data load Prediction

IEEE Conference NA Jun-22

Dr. Sachin Patel Rainfall Data Based Time Series Forecasting Using 
Rolling forcasting model for Indian geographic area Springer NA Jun-22

Dr. R.P. Mahajan Pragmatic Analysis of IoMT Network Modeling 
Techniques from a Statistical Perspective IEEE Conference NA Jun-22

Dr. Shweta Agrawal Meta-Heuristic Algorithm Tuned Neural Network for 
Breast Cancer Diagnosis Using Ultrasound Images

Journal: Frontiers in 
Oncology, section 

Cancer Imaging and 
Image-directed 

Frontier Jun-22

Prof. Ritu Tandon, Dr. Shweta Agrawal VCNet: Hybrid deep learning model for detection and 
classification of lung carcinoma using chest radiographs 

Frontiers in 
Public Health 

Frontier Jun-22

Institute of 
Pharmaceutical 

Science
Dr. Souravh Bais, 

Renu Rana
 The therapeutic role of the liver X receptor in modulation 

of metabolic diseases and future scenarios ISSN 2231-2536
Frre Radicals 

and Antioxidants Jun-22

IET/CSE

Advance 
Computing

Agriculture 
Sciences
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Yoga � Inhale the Future, Exhale the Past. 21st June is celebrated 
as International Yoga Day every year since 2015. Our University 
believes in root values and cultural importance. It is not a one-day 
process here. Yoga is also highly instrumental in building strength 
and resilience and is a fantastic tool for stress management. We 
are practicing the same for so long. After having a tough time due 
to bad weather, we managed well to continue our tradition by 
doing a huge Yoga Event in the central lush green arena where 
higher officials, HOIs, HODs, faculty and staff members, along with 
students had performed Yoga practices. The ancient practice of 
Yoga that has stemmed from Indian culture, is widely known to 
balance the body and mind while boosting both the mental and 
social being of an individual. Yoga emphasizes the values of 

mindfulness, moderation, discipline, and perseverance. We had 
witnessed the blissful presence of our Hon�ble Dr. Ankur Arun 
Kulkarni - Vice-Chancellor, SUI, our Respected Dr. Manish 
Choudhary - Registrar, SUI, Dr. Pratik Jain � Head, TPIIC, SUI along 
with our Master International Expert Trainer Mrs. Sarika Sharma � 
Academic Counsellor, CAD, and the diverse audience in the form 
of attentive and sincere participants. University students have 
shown a great interest in performing and making this event a 
grand and successful one.

Yoga for Humanity in SAGE Style

The rapid technological advancement has led the entire world to 
shift towards the digital domain. However, this transition has also 
resulted in the emergence of cybercrimes and security breach 
incidents that threatens the privacy and security of the users. 
Therefore, SUI aims at examining the use of digital forensics in 
countering cybercrimes, which has been a critical breakthrough in 
cybersecurity. To explore chapter the most recent trends in digital 
forensics, which include cloud forensics, social media forensics, 
and IoT forensics, advanced technologies are helping the 
cybersecurity professionals to use the digital traces left by the 
data storage and processing to keep data safe while identifying 
the cybercriminals. To link your knowledge with the cybersecurity 
Sage University Indore, Institute of Advanced Computing 
organized a webinar on " Take off your career with Cyber Security 
and Digital Forensics " in association with Cailfor Consulting Pvt. 
Ltd.Pune. The webinar was placed on 23rd June 2022 where the 
speaker Mr. Dhiraj Singh; Cyber Security Analyst, Cailfor Quick 
Heal Academy addressed the student's unexplored areas of 
Cyber Security and Digital Forensic Science.  The convenor of the 
event was Dr. Manoj Kumar Ramaiya HOD, IAC and the 
coordinator was Dr. he and Shrivastav. We congratulate the 
Institute of Advanced Computing for successfully. conducting the 
webinar on Cyber Security and Digital Forensic Science.

A career in Cyber Security and 
Digital Forensic Science.

Donate blood, saves lives. Blood is the most precious gift that anyone can give to 
another person � the gift of life. On the healthy occasion of World Blood Donor Day, 
this year our university has taken an initiative to serve our contributions to the 
society members. We came up with the idea of organizing A Mega Blood Donation 
Campaign on our university campus. The information regarding the same event was 
delivered to all the concerned people prior to the date and a feeling of �Giving is 
Receiving� was generated and made the people aware of the significance of this 
good deed. There were 102 candidates who successfully participated and donate 
their blood on this day in the warmest presence of respected Dr. Manish Choudhary 
� Registrar, SUI, Rishikant Neema � Senior Administrator, SUI, and Dr. Narendra Verma 
along with his team were there for the participants especially. The units of blood 
collected by the team will be served to MYH Blood Bank and MGM Medical College 
by Transfusion Medicine Department. This lifesaving care starts with one person 
making a generous donation. The need for blood is constant. This campaign gave a 
positive image to society that how �Raktveers� dedicated their actions in the favour 
of society and nation. The blood will be taken for utilization by the Doctors and 
Nurses in the treatment of Thalassemia and other needy patients in hospitals.

Blood 
Donation 
Campaign

@SUI
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It's a place that provides us with a 
centering - a place from which 

we leave each morning and 
to which we return each 

evening. A safe and 
good home 

reduces the 
risk of 
developin

g mental stress. 
Our SAGE Group 
has organized a 
Mega Real Estate 
Event in the town 
(Lake City of MP-
Bhopal) for all the 
i n t e r e s t e d 

stakeholders wishing to buy their dream homes, flats, or 
commercial spaces. Our Hon�ble Chancellor, The SAGE Group � 
Er. Sanjeev Agrawal inaugurated this massive event along with 
the positivity of Mr. Vishnu Dutt Sharma, Chairman, BJP-MP, Mr. 
Binod Kumar, CGM, SBI, and Mr. Sumit Modi, COO, Dainik 
Bhaskar Group. It was a Huge Property Expo � in 2022 where we 
welcome all property seekers to visit stall no.1 Agrawal 
Construction Co. for all commercial and residential solutions at 
all prime locations in Bhopal, the Capital city of Madhya Pradesh. 
Here, the person feels like it�s a paradise on the Earth. A place 
where your search for a beautiful house end. A house is not only 
a mere physical structure but also a symbol of power, love, care, 
memories, and a host of other things that come along with it. 
We delightfully accustom a wish to explore the residential space 
according to ourselves.

Home 
Sweet Home 

at 
Mega Property 

Expo – 2k22

The tenth was the most fortunate thing that ever occurred to me. 
The enjoyment, The Life and also the sweet study tension which 
was not as aggravating as I was about to witness in future. The 
tenth is the standard when you are dribbled into concern, but 
then again you feel immensely seen. There is this thing in the 
tenth standard where you retain to determine what your future 
will be like, I mean just several 16 year olds seizing lifelong 
decisions!! pretty lame, but that's a fact! the subjects you take in 
11th are somehow the 
base of your career, of 
course, you can change it 
later but still, it's integral 
and crucial. In this 
particular class, you 
already have the concern 
of slashing a fair 
percentage, and you can't 
just concentrate what 
after this? because there 
is a lot on your plate 
already. Then the gigantic 
dilemma of what to select? 
and what not to select? 
arises, but this happens 
after giving the tenth 
board examination, at 
least it happened to me! 
where the anxiety of 
obtaining a decent 
percentage was switched 
to obtaining a decent subject. It was a bit evident that I wish to 
take commerce but still...., there exists a vast perspective into 
which you are required to look. Then begins the mind-blowing 
research phase! No, no literally - Mind-blowing, I got a headache! 
For considerable weeks, I think I sound to call it migraine instead. 

Whatever! so the aspect that, you need to discover yourself!, you 
need to recognize yourself! and then suddenly, I realized that I know 
nothing about myself. "Happy realisation", and this voyage of self-
discovery roots, and you are so eager to learn about your interests, 
appreciations, specialities and the most essential, how you prefer to 
behold yourself in the future? When you uncover some stuff about 
yourself, you are so overwhelmed and delighted, but then also folks 
come to you with their suggestions. For me, it was commerce stream 

but furthermore, everyone 
came and said math has a 
more tremendous scope, 
or take science it's more 
Academic in nature, but in 
that specific moment, I 
was required to trust 
myself, my instincts and 
needed to recall that 
overwhelming sentiment I 
got! You need to stand for 
yourself and select what 
you desire! Irrespective of 
the things you were 
spoken. Because at last it 
was my decision, about my 
life, and I had to make sure 
it was mine only. The 
feeling of deciding what 
you wished is trust me! 
much more angelic. The 
abundance of risks are 

entangled though, because from now on, you are accountable for 
your career and everything that is going to transpire in coming, so in 
my viewpoint, research should be effective and there should be no 
scope of regrets in the future. Hopefully, I am not having any such 
regrets!

Student's Blog | FEW ROADS DIVERGED
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Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Deep Learning 
are popular buzzwords that everyone seems to use nowadays 

But still, there is a big misconception among many people about 
the meaning of these terms. Artificial intelligence is the ability of a 
digital computer or computer-controlled robot to perform tasks 
commonly associated with intelligent beings. A large number of 
companies claim nowadays to incorporate some kind of �Artificial 
Intelligence� (AI) in their applications or services. But artificial 
intelligence is only a broader term that describes applications 
when a machine mimics �cognitive� functions that humans 
associate with other human minds, such as �learning� and 
�problem-solving�. Whereas Machine Learning incorporates � 
classical� algorithms for various kinds of tasks such as clustering, 
regression, or classification. Machine Learning algorithms must be 
trained on data. The more data you provide to your algorithm, the 
better it gets. To make students aware of the technical terms with 
their usage Institute of Advanced Computing organized a webinar 
on" Take off your career with Artificial Intelligence, Machine 
learning and Data Science. The webinar was conducted on 16th 
June 2022. In the webinar, eminent speakers were Mr. Vishal Jain 
CEO and Founder of Samatrix Consulting Pvt. Ltd., And Mr. Sunny 
Pathak; Co-Founder of Samatrix Consulting Pvt. Ltd. The 
coordinator of the event was Dr. Hemang Shrivastav; Professor 
IAC SUI and the convenor was Dr. Manoj Kumar Ramaiya HOD, IAC, 
SUI. Many congratulations to the Department of advanced 
computing for successfully conducting the webinar.

Career @ Artificial Intelligence 

Today, researchers increasingly use computer-assisted data 
analysis packages to assist them. The advantage of the software 
is that it allows for more efficient and effective work processes. It 
saves your time and can help you to gain deeper insights into 
your data that you might have missed otherwise. Qualitative data 
analysis (QDA) software is used in many academic fields, such as 
sociology, psychology, political science, medicine, and 
educational science, and it is also a popular tool for businesses 
and market researchers. Sage University Indore organized an 
international conference on Data Analytics and Computational 
applications (IDCAC-22) from 1st July to 2nd July 2022. The 
theme of the conference was Data Sciences and Engineering, 
Computing Technologies Algorithms, Computational Intelligence 
Data Mining Neural Network, Intelligent Control Systems, and 
Optimization Data-Based Control Robotics and Automation 
Autonomous Agents Cognitive Approach. Scholars from various 
countries accompanied the conference and enlightened students 
with new learning and innovative techniques. We sincerely thank 
Sage University Indore for benefiting the students with 
outstanding exposure.

International 
Conference on Data 

Analytics and Computer 
Application 2022. 

The wait is over after 66 years � Wishing enormous 
congratulations to Madhya Pradesh Ranji Team. The 
hardships, dedication, persuasion, and practice are all 
worth it when the white jersey coloured with the winning 
rainbows. It is the time for celebrations for the public of 
Madhya Pradesh as our Ranji Team won the championship 
after long back. With our determined mind, we defeated 
the 41st times� Winner � Mumbai Team along with a 
significant difference. Man of the match was awarded to 
an Indore Young blood, Shubham Sharma, a son of a 
Government School Teacher, and three more charming 
stars belonging to our mega city. The SAGE Group 
congratulates the whole team and its relational bodies on 
the wonderful winning and shares our best wishes for their 
bright and colourful future endeavors.

Dream of 
a father 

accomplished 
by his son - 

Congrats 
M.P.

EXPERT TALK
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Learning is not attained by chance; it must be sought for with ardour and 
diligence. Because aiming for success, not perfection. Never give up your 
right to be wrong, because then you will lose the ability to learn new 
things and move forward with your life. Needless to say, journalism has 
emerged as an extremely popular career option amongst millennials and 
GenZ such as you. And the common route to enter this field is often 
through a degree of journalism and mass communication (J&MC). This 
qualification not just enhances your chances of getting a ticket to the 
newsroom but can also be useful for other fields such as communications, 
marketing, education and entertainment. Sage University Indore 
congratulates hardworking Ms. Sudhi Pandey, VI sem, BAJMC for scoring 
and achieving 10, pointers in exams. We appreciate the dedication of Ms. 
Sudhi Pandey and wish her best of luck for her future.

Champion of SUI @ 2022 

�A father is neither an anchor to hold us back nor a sail to take us 
there, but a guiding light whose love shows us the way.� Father's Day 

acknowledges and celebrates the contribution of fathers to their 
own families and society at large. On this day, children get a chance 

to appreciate their fathers and father figures -all the people who 
have played a vital role in their lives. It can be emotionally, mentally, 

or even financially. There will always be a few people who dare to 
love what is untamed inside us. One of those men is my father. 

Father's Day is celebrated across the world to realize and honor the 
contribution of fathers to society. It is a day that celebrates the 

fatherhood, paternal bonds, and the efforts of male parents towards 
their family and society. The day is meant to recall, recognize and 

remember the endless efforts, initiatives, and contributions of all the 
fathers around us. Father's Day is an occasion to honor all the 

fatherly figures like grandfathers, uncles, and even big brothers. On 
the blissful occasion of fathers day, SUI wishes you that may the 

generation of youth understands that the significance of a father is 
beyond words as he is the person who works tirelessly to fulfill the 

requirements of his family. To honor the contribution of all such 
fathers and fatherly figures and to celebrate the paternal bonding, a 

special day is observed every year as Father's Day.

Fathers Day @ 2022

VAC @ Cascading Style Sheet
Cascading Style Sheets is a style sheet language used for describing 
the presentation of a document written in a markup language such as 
HTML or XML. 

CSS describes how HTML elements are to be displayed on the screen, on 
paper, or in other media. CSS saves a lot of work. It can control the layout 
of multiple web pages all at once. External style sheets are stored in CSS 
files. CSS is used to define styles for your web pages, including the design, 
layout, and variations in display for different devices and screen sizes. 
Sage University Indore; Department of Computer Science Engineering and 
Information Technology, IET has organized a Two-day Value Added course 
on Cascading Style Sheet. Prof. Neha Bharani, Assistant Professor CSE & IT 
was the trainer of VAC of Cascading Style. The course was conducted on 
21st and 22nd June 2022. The coordinator of the event was Prof. Shubha 
Dubey, Asst. Prof. CSE & IT and the convenor was Dr. Hare Ram Shah, HOD, 
CSE & IT. We are the thanks to the delegates of Sage University Indore and 
the department of advanced computing for bringing forward the need for 
cascading style sheets.
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SUI has witnessed and welcomed a Man of action, a Proud Indian Actor, Martial Artist, 
Producer, Stuntman, Action Choreographer and many more qualities he possesses. His name 

is Vidyut Jammwal. We welcomed him on 28th June 2022 to our lush green campus along 
with his co-star Ms. Shivaleeka Oberoi and Radio Rj from 92.7 BigFM to reenergize the 

students with their style, passion, thoughts, and learning signs. It is a moment for SUI to see 
the powerful presence of a celebrity and turns it out into an indication of worth knowing how 

someone with his/her hard work can achieve his/her dreams in life. He will be a real-life 
inspiration for all of us that yes, it is magic of consistency and discipline we can follow in our 
lives. Sage University, Indore was glad while invites such personalities on the campus to have 
an interaction with students. This will bring a great enthusiasm in students towards their goals 
or ambition that we should not change our aims rather, we may change our methods or way 
to reach the same. Students, participants, faculty, staff members, management people, radio 
RJs, guests, our Hon'ble Vice-Chancellor Dr. Ankur Arun Kulkarni, our esteemed Registrar Dr. 

Manish Choudhary, and our respected Executive Director Ms. Sakshi Agrawal including all 
were super-duper excited and delighted to attend this grand event at University Campus.

Words may show 
a man’s wit, 

but actions his 
meaning.
� Benjamin Franklin 

As fashion enters a new decade, the industry is questioning if 
the fashion show format still works. the Because fashion show 
is an event put on by a fashion designer to showcase their 
upcoming line of clothing and/or accessories during Fashion 
Week. Fashion shows debut every season, particularly the 
Spring/Summer and Fall/Winter seasons. Apparel is adorned 
on the catwalk using numerous forms of lighting and special 
outcomes. The order in which each model walks out, wearing 
a specific outfit, is usually planned by the declaration that the 
designer wants to make about their collection. Occasionally, 
fashion shows take the form of installations, where the models 
are static, standing, or sitting in a constructed environment. 
SUI Institute of Design conducted a fashion show on 10th 
June 2022. The charge of an adorable event was under the 
Institute of Design. A well-known fashion show is an integral 
part of Graduating Project. So to keep it coordinated the 
theme of the show was Indo-Western Apparel. Interestingly 
the attire for the evening was prepared by pre-finals and final 
year students. Heartily congratulations to the Institute of 
Design for conducting such a mesmerizing event. Also, SUI 
appreciates the art and hard final-year final-year students.

SUI @ Fashion Show
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